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Introduction  
Good governance policies and processes are critical for ensuring that North Richmond Community 

Health Service Limited (NRCHL) is governed in the best interests of NRCHL as a whole. The Board of 

NRCHL (Board) has articulated and formalised the governance structures within which NRCHL 

operates in this Board Governance Charter.  

The document outlines the Board’s corporate governance policies and defines the respective roles, 

responsibilities and authorities of the Board, both individually and collectively, and of management in 

setting the direction, management and the control of NRCHL.  

The purpose of the Board Charter is to complement and support the NRCHL Constitution by 

documenting the policies and Code of Conduct with which the Board has decided to meet its legal and 

other responsibilities. The Board Charter will also serve as an induction tool for new Directors.  

Nothing in this Board Charter is intended to conflict with the Constitution. If such a conflict occurs, 

the Constitution shall prevail. The Board Charter will be reviewed at least every two years by the 

Board, with recommended changes approved by the Board.  

Changes to this Board Charter required as a result of changes in any relevant law, regulations or 

government policy or as a result of the continuous improvement process will be recommended to the 

Board for approval by the CEO and or Company Secretary and incorporated in the Board Charter as 

required. 

Purpose and background  
North Richmond Community Health Limited, ABN 21 820 901 634 trading as North Richmond 

Community Health, is a Company Limited by Guarantee incorporated under the Corporations Act 

2001 (Cth). North Richmond Community Health (NRCHL) is regulated by the Australian Charities and 

Not-for-profits Commission (ACNC). The ACNC regulates charitable Companies Limited by Guarantee 

under the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Act 2012 (Cth), the Charities Act 2013 

(Cth) and the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits Commission Regulation 2013 (Cth) which 

includes the Governance Standards.  NRCHL is a registered community centre under the Health 

Services Act and must meet the requirements of this Act. 

North Richmond Community Health must govern itself in accordance with the Corporations Act 2001 

(Cth) and its Constitution. The Constitution is a contractual agreement between NRCHL and its 

directors (clause 10.2). They set out how NRCHL and the members must deal with each other and 

how NRCHL’s business will be conducted. Unless modified or overridden by specific provisions of the 

Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and ACNC the Constitution must apply.  

The Constitution gives the Board responsibility for managing NRCHL’s affairs, including:  

• overseeing NRCHL’s financial, administrative and management functions  

• setting NRCHL’s strategic directions 

• oversight of risk management 

• exercising all NRCHLs powers which are not required by the Constitution or the Corporations 

Act 2001 (Cth) to be exercised at general meetings  

 

 

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=79778785-7522-4755-b514-46551e6e0e51
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=1f0e5969-f832-4f2a-b8da-d00ff98696b5
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The Purpose of this Board Charter 
In contemporary Board practice governance refers to “the framework of rules, relationships, systems 
and processes by which an enterprise is directed, controlled and held to account and whereby 
authority within an organisation is exercised and maintained”. It encompasses authority, 
accountability, stewardship and leadership, and direction and control exercised in any organisation. 
The Board of NRCHL (Board) is accountable for the organisation’s governance and is accountable to a 
range of stakeholders and the communities it serves.  
 
The purpose of this Charter is to assist NRCHL:  

• to communicate its commitment to effective governance;  

• to recognise the requirements of its Constitution;  

• to express all the common elements that underlie good governance; and  

• to recognise the unique nature and purpose of NRCHL  
 

The Charter defines and communicates: 

• the division of duties and responsibilities between the Board and NRCHL CEO and executives 

• procedures for the good management of the Board  

 

North Richmond Community Health Service Purpose 
The purpose of NRCHL as defined by the Objects in the Constitution: 

3.1 The objects of the company are: (a) to deliver culturally appropriate, high quality health and social 

services: (i) using a social model of health that recognises the needs of individuals and families who 

cannot readily access the health and welfare system; (ii) focussing on individuals and families who 

are from socially, culturally and linguistically diverse communities so as to reduce the social and 

health inequalities experienced by those individuals and families; and (iii) giving priority to 

individuals and families who, aside from illness, are experiencing distress, misfortune, helplessness 

or poverty;  

(b) to develop and deliver culturally appropriate programs to improve the health and welfare, and 

the access to services, of the community; and  

(c) to undertake research relevant to these objects.  

3.2 In pursuing its objects, the company must not discriminate except on the basis of need.  

 

Governance within NRCHL 
A Company limited by guarantee. Members have no liability as Members except as stated in clause 35 

of the NRCHL Constitution.  

The Board is established under the Constitution. The powers of the Board are determined by the 

Constitution. The Board is ultimately responsible for the successful operation of NRCHL. The Board’s 

role is to govern the Organisation, rather than to manage it. It is the role of the Chief Executive and 

executive management (Executive) to manage NRCHL in accordance with the direction and 

delegations of the Board. It is the responsibility of the Board to oversee the activities of management 

in carrying out these delegated duties. The Board governs for both performance and compliance. 
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Role, Powers and Responsibilities of the Board  
1. Reservation by the Board  
All powers given to the Board by the Constitution are reserved by the Board for itself. 

2. Responsibilities of the Board  
The Board is responsible for the good governance and direction of NRCHL, including:  

Governance  

• ensuring NRCHL has efficient and effective governance structures and processes to allow it to 

pursue its strategic objectives and fulfil its purpose  

• approving significant organisational policies to ensure that the Organisation operates within 

the legal, regulatory and social requirements of its environment 

• establishing and monitoring control and accountability systems within the Organisation’s 

operations to conform to the legal and regulatory requirements of the environment in which 

it operates and to meet the needs and expectations of all its stakeholders 

• monitoring organisational culture, and identifying and capturing improvement opportunities 

and ensuring that they are acted on  

• ensuring Succession Planning for the Board’s Composition including nominations and 

appointments to the Board, Board-committees, Chair and Deputy Chair 

• appointing Officers as per the Constitution:  

o Chief Executive  

o Company Secretary 

o Auditor  

• setting the CEO’s performance objectives  

 

Strategic plans and objectives  

• approving the strategic plan and objectives  

• monitoring performance against strategy  

• regularly reviewing the strategic plan and objectives  

 

Financial  

• ensuring that financial systems and controls are in place  

• approving annual budgets  

• reviewing financial performance  

• approving significant capital expenditure  

• approving any material unbudgeted capital or operational expenditures  

• approving significant changes in accounting policy  

• approving annual financial statements  

• appointing the auditors and setting their remuneration  

 

Risk  

• setting NRCHL’s risk context and risk appetites/tolerances  

• ensuring risks are properly identified and managed in line with strategic and operational 

objectives  

• reviewing strategic risks  
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• reviewing risk exceptions and risk mitigations 

Delegations  

• Determining and periodically reviewing delegations of authority to the CEO and other senior 

management  

Advisors  

• Approving the appointment of principal professional advisers  

 

Community and Stakeholder expectations  
Our employees, volunteers, funding bodies and the communities we serve have expectations that 

Board and its individual Directors will:  

• have respect for the law, and in intent to abide by the law and its intent (whether it be 

criminal law, corporate law, environmental law, Work Health & Safety law, consumer law 

etc.);  

• deal honestly with all stakeholders to whom they have a duty of care under the law or 

accepted standards of behaviour;  

• ensure all matters of the NRCHL’s intellectual property are identified, recorded and respected 

and that any risk is identified;  

• understand the issues that allow us to engage with our communities and their needs in a 

culturally aware and sensitive manner;  

• behave in a manner consistent with the letter and spirit of the Code of Conduct;  

• act in accordance with the Constitution, Regulations and Board policies; and  

• prepare thoroughly for and actively contribute in each Board or Board-Committee meeting.  

 

Delegation by the Board  
Delegation to Board Committees  
3.1 The Board may from time to time resolve to delegate any of its powers to one or more Board-

committees. The Constitution (clauses 19 and 20.2) requires the Board to establish the following 

committees by Regulation: 

• Community and Consumer Advisory Committee; and  

• Finance, Audit and Risk Management Committee1.  

Other Board committees are: 

• Governance, Remuneration and Nomination Committee 

• Clinical Governance and Quality Committee 

 

 
1 Clause 21 ‘Regulation’ is a decision by ‘absolute majority’ of the whole board not just those present. This 
should be recorded in the Minutes as a ‘Regulation’ and a record of all ‘Regulations’ to be maintained by the 
Company Secretary. Regulations “are legally binding on members and directors.” “More generally, the function 
of regulations is to spell out in more detail than the constitution contains the procedures and processes of the 
organisation, for example, standing orders for general meetings, election rules, etc.” Tony Lang, Barrister 

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=79778785-7522-4755-b514-46551e6e0e51
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=1f0e5969-f832-4f2a-b8da-d00ff98696b5
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Each Board-committee must be chaired by a Board member appointed to this position by the Board.  

The Board must agree terms of reference for each Board-committee which must set out:  

• its purposes  

• its responsibilities and decision-making rights e.g. advisory only 

• its membership, including who may be members, how they are appointed and quorum  

• how frequently it must hold meetings and how meetings should be run  

• how it should report its proceedings and findings to the Board  

The Board-Committee structure serves two important purposes:  

• to encourage and facilitate appropriate information sharing to enhance the performance of 

each Board-Committee; and  

• to enhance communications between the Board-Committees and the Board so that strategic 

objectives are clearly articulated, reviewed and monitored and to ensure performance overall 

is enhanced.  

Participation in Board-Committee work by senior staff is encouraged where participation will 

demonstrably enrich the work and objectives of the Board-Committees. An invitation will be extended 

by the Chair of the Board-Committee through the CEO to determine the relevant senior staff to 

participate in Board-Committees. 

 

Delegation to the Chief Executive Officer  
Without derogating from its powers and responsibilities, the Board may from time to time at its 

absolute discretion resolve to delegate any of its powers which it is permitted to do at law to the 

Chief Executive Officer of NRCHL.  

Delegations to the Chief Executive Officer must be recorded in writing in an instrument of delegation. 

At any time, the Board may resolve to amend or cancel an instrument of delegation. 

A formal register of delegated authorities from the Board to the CEO, and from the CEO to the 

Executive management, will be maintained by the Company Secretary and approved, reviewed and 

updated annually by the Board. The Delegations of Authority is a key component of the Board Risk 

Appetite Statement. Refer: Delegations of Authority 

 

Matters Reserved for Board Statement  
The Matters Reserved for Board Statement is designed to draw a clear line between the governance 

matters which must be decided by the Board and operational matters which are delegated to the CEO 

and management for decision. If a matter is listed below, management prepares a separate 

submission paper for the Board with a recommendation for decision. If a matter is not listed below 

and is, therefore, delegated to management, management may seek input from the Board prior to 

decision. The CEO will also keep the Board informed on matters within delegation by including 

important issues in the CEO report. The following matters are reserved to the Board for approval: 

 

Strategic and Operational Planning 

• Mission (Purpose) of the Organisation  

• Strategic direction (Vision)  

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=9b7d4840-494a-4e5f-84da-d9717c00b1f0
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=9b7d4840-494a-4e5f-84da-d9717c00b1f0
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=ac43147b-79ea-4551-bc2c-28e86390a8a7
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• Strategic Plan approval  

• Risk Appetite Statement 

• Business Continuity Plan  

• Annual Report  

• Strategic Partnerships above CEOs financial delegation and or estimated value of staff input. 

Or that require high levels of operations, process or systems integration. 

• Commencement of a new business activity  

• Ceasing an existing business activity  

• Any material changes to approved Plans  

• Move the principal place of operations  

 

Financial Matters 

• Financial delegations to CEO  

• Annual operating budget  

• Annual capital expenditure budget  

• The investment strategy  

• Annual financial statements  

• The taking of a loan  

• The granting of a loan  

• The making of political donations  

• Appointment, reappointment or removal of the external auditors  

 

Mergers and Other Ventures 

The commencement of discussions and the entering into any:  

• Memorandum of Understanding (MOU)  

• Mergers  

• Acquisitions or 

• Joint ventures  

 

Legal Issues 

• Potential legal action by NRCHL including issuing of a summons  

• Legal action against NRCHL  

• Grant an authority to sign documents under seal  

• Amendments to the Constitution  

• Approve changes to the existing legal structure of NRCHL 

• Establishment of new legal structure(s) or subsidiaries;  

• Grant or revoke a power of attorney  

• The selling, licensing or commercialisation of intellectual property or intellectual capital  

 

Human Resources and Culture 

• The Statement of Values of NRCHL 

• CEO selection, appointment, remuneration, and conditions of employment including any 

financial incentives, performance management and dismissal  

• Inclusion of Board Members to selection panel for Executive appointments reporting to CEO 

(NRCHL board does not involve itself in the performance reviews of executives. The CEO may 
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seek opinions from Directors regarding the performance of executives they engage with on 

Committees) 
 

Board Issues 

• Approve the release of material from Board Meetings  

• Creation, amendment and disbanding of Committees of the Board  

• Board, Chair, Director and Board committee performance evaluations  

• Approve the appointment of NRCHL principal auditors under direction from Victorian Auditor 

General’s Office (VAGO). 

 

Risk Management, Insurance and Internal Controls 

• Risk management system including establishment of overall framework for effective internal 

control (including legal compliance) and accepted level of risk exposure  

• Appoint an ‘Internal Auditor’ and approve an annual program of work 

• Review Insurance renewal / placement including level of cover  

Policies 

The following are described as Governance documents and are subject to review and approval by 

Board: 

• Board Charter 

• Code of Conduct  

• Delegations of Authority  

• Finance Policy  

• Conflict of Interest Policy  

• Work Health & Safety Policy  

• Clinical Governance Framework  

• Enterprise Risk Management Framework  

• Whistleblower Policy 

 

The Board will also review and approve other whole of organisation policies. The Board will ensure 

management has an implementation plan in place for each policy. 

 

Conduct of the Board  
Board composition  
The Board will ensure that:  

• there are no more than 9 directors (clause 6.1) and maintains a quorum of half of the 

appointed directors (clause 26),  

• the Board as a whole includes a mix of skills and experience appropriate for the company and 

its activities (clause 7.2). Refer the current skills matrix  

Duration of Board member appointments  
NRCHL has 9 directors who are appointed for 3-year terms (clause 6.1) for a maximum of 3 terms 

(clause 8.3).  

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=6dff4133-5940-4dac-a021-acdef4a1546a
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Role of the Chair 
The Chair is responsible for leadership of the Board and utilises their experience, skills and leadership 

abilities to facilitate the governance processes. The Chair acts as an important link between the Board 

and the NRCHL management via the CEO and the Board and Company Secretary.  

The relationship between the Chair and CEO is the primary source of communication between the 

Board and management between board meetings. The relationship is one where professional and 

personal trust and respect is paramount and where the Chair can act as a mentor/sounding board to 

the CEO.  

The Chair and CEO meet from time to time between board meetings to help set board agendas, to 

debrief following board meetings and to exchange updates and give guidance on material issues 

impacting NRCHL.  

The Chair is responsible for leadership of the Board and responsibilities include:  

• ensuring the Board provides leadership and vision to NRCHL;  

• being clear on what the Board has to achieve, both in long and short term;  

• establishing the Board Agenda in consultation with the CEO and or Company Secretary ensuring 

agenda items requested by directors 10 days in advance are included;  

• ensuring Board agenda and papers are sent out 7 days in advance of board meetings 

• presiding over Board and Members’ meetings and ensuring the Board meetings are effective in 

that:  

o the right matters are considered during the meetings (strategic and important issues);  

o matters are considered carefully and thoughtfully;  

o all Directors are given the opportunity to effectively contribute; and  

o the Board comes to clear decisions and resolutions are Minuted  

• ensuring Board Minutes properly reflect Board decisions  

• ensuring the Board has the necessary information to undertake effective decision-making and 

actions;  

• developing an ongoing relationship with the CEO. As the major point of contact between the CEO 

and the Board, the Chair should be kept fully informed of strategic and operational matters of 

interest to Directors;  

• in conjunction with the Board the Chair will lead and set the CEOs KPIs 

• acting as a mentor for the CEO;  

• conducting the CEO Annual Performance Review in conjunction with the Governance, 

Remuneration and Nominations Committee;  

• identifying nominations of Directors for casual vacancies in consultation with the Board;  

• guiding the ongoing effectiveness and development of the Board and individual Directors;  

• ensuring that the Board behaves in accordance with its Code of Conduct; and  

• conducting the process of Board reviewing its own performance, including the performance of 

individual directors 

 

Role of Directors 
There are several laws that set out the specific duties to which Directors are subject: there are 

Directors’ duties under the common law, the requirements under the NRCHL Constitution and under 

the Corporations Act. The ACNC governance standards also refer to Directors’ duties. In accordance 
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with statutory requirements and in keeping with developments at common law, Directors have the 

following roles:  

• discharging their duties in good faith and honestly in the best interests of the Organisation with 

the level of skill and care expected;  

• using the powers of office for proper purpose, in the best interests of NRCHL as a whole;  

• acting with reasonable care, skill and being diligent in the exercise of their responsibilities;  

• disclosing and managing conflicts of interest and navigating inevitable conflicts in a transparent 

and professional manner;  

• ensuring that information gained through their position of Director is not used inappropriately to 

harm NRCHL or to gain an improper advantage for themselves or another person or organisation;  

• making reasonable inquiries to ensure that NRCHL is operating efficiently, effectively and legally 

towards achieving its goals;  

• understanding NRCHL financial position and ensuring that the financial affairs of NRCHL are 

managed responsibly;  

• taking the necessary time to prepare for board meetings, keeping abreast of NRCHL’s activities;  

• undertaking diligent analysis of all proposals placed before the Board;  

• serving on Board Committees as required;  

• ensuring attendance at all meetings as scheduled and submitting written notice to the Chair if 

they are unable to attend meetings; and  

• exhibiting confidentiality in all matters brought to Board meetings and restricting discussions with 

external parties as a reflection of this confidentiality.  

New Directors are appointed on the basis that they support the mission, vision and values of NRCHL 

and are required to develop a strong understanding of the Mission, Vision and Values of NRCHL. They 

are expected to acquire the appropriate information and expertise to understand the general nature 

of the business for which they are responsible. Accordingly, Directors are encouraged, to make every 

reasonable effort, through the Chair, to ensure they acquire such knowledge as needed to make 

informed and effective decisions.  

Directors contribute to the establishment of a clear strategic direction for NRCHL and are expected to 

act consistently with these objectives and policies. Regular reports and presentations are provided to 

the Board by Management. In addition to understanding and critically evaluating the contents of 

these reports, it is an obligation of Directors to enquire about any areas where they may have 

concerns and seek clarification until such concerns are satisfactorily resolved.  

NRCHL conducts detailed Risk Assessments in all areas of operations, which are endorsed by the 

Board, to ensure that prudential and statutory requirements are met and reported, where 

appropriate, to the applicable regulatory and statutory bodies.  

Enquiries by board Directors of management and by management of individual board Directors 

should primarily be channelled via the Chair and CEO. Where there is any direct material contact 

between individual board Directors and executive management, the Chair and CEO should be kept 

informed as a courtesy. There are expectations of freer communication between the Chairs of the 

Board Committees and the relevant executives responsible for those functions, on matters within the 

scope of those functions. 
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A Director who is considering an outside engagement that relates to the business of the Board or that 

might conflict with their Board duties, must notify and seek approval of the Chair and also notify the 

Company Secretary. The work/engagement activities of close relatives or close business associates 

can also create conflicts of interest. If you learn that a close relative or close business associate works 

for a competitor, supplier or another similar capacity, promptly notify the Chair, Company Secretary 

and/or the CEO. 

Directors should welcome opportunities to engage with and meet staff to gain insights into culture, 

operations etc. However, the role of HR and staff management sits with the CEO and management 

team. Directors should be conscious that communication with staff members can undermine 

executives and breach boardroom confidentiality. Staff airing of grievances to directors may require 

reference to the Whistle blower Policy or complaints and grievance policies and procedures. In such 

instances seek advice from the Chair or the Chair, Finance, Audit and Risk Management Committee. 

Role of the Chief Executive Officer 
Reporting to the Board, the CEO is the head of the executive or management team and manages the 

day-to-day operations of NRCHL, its people and resources. The CEO implements the strategy 

approved by the Board and ensures that NRCHL’s structure and processes meet the strategic and 

cultural needs of NRCHL.  

The CEO is authorised and responsible for the management of NRCHL and its operations by way of the 

Constitution, this Charter and delegated authority from the Board. 

Governance Role of Board and Management 
A productive and harmonious relationship between the Board and management is critical for good 

governance and organisational effectiveness. Central to this relationship is a clear mutual 

understanding of roles, delegations and boundaries which allows each party to respect the other’s 

responsibilities, contributions and expectations. Within a healthy dynamic, characterised by mutual 

respect, NRCHL board Directors undertake to respectfully listen to management with an open but 

constructively challenging mind to allow management to make its contribution with confidence and 

clarity of viewpoint, and without undue interference, constraint or trepidation.  

The Board expects management to accept that the Board’s role is to monitor and question, probe 

issues, seek clarification, offer insight and share its knowledge and experience. With management 

much more deeply involved in the detail and operations of NRCHL, board Directors rely on 

management to share in a timely manner all material information needed for decision making to 

allow them to effectively fulfil their obligations as Directors. The board also expects management to 

ask advice and make use of the Directors’ wealth of experience as and when appropriate.  

Similarly, management has expectations that the Board does not unduly involve itself in operational 

matters and trusts and empowers management to implement strategy and deliver outcomes without 

undue interference. The CEO specifically expects from the Board clearly stated performance 

objectives and defined boundaries of authority. The Board recognises if it unduly engages in 

management and operations it shifts accountability from management to the Board. The NRCHL 

Board and management work together cohesively as a team with respect and candour role modelling 

values and culture.  

NRCHL has developed a Governance Framework to outline the structure, delineate power and the 

roles of the Board and management in the organisation. It sets the structure for the policies, 

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=d0542f7a-edb5-42eb-86db-9c783c0b04f3
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=f4434d5e-6fa1-4def-8a8f-12e34e885faa
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procedures, and other informational guidelines for the operation of the organisation in reaching its 

goals and objectives. 

Responsibilities and expectations of the Board include:  

• making quality informed decisions based on relevant and material information being available 

to the Board, especially from management;  

• overseeing, managing and holding management accountable;  

• satisfying itself of the competence, capability and capacity of management;  

• being accountable to members and regulators for NRCHL’s performance.  

 

Board Directors have high expectations and demands of management to ensure timely and relevant 

information flow and reporting to it so that there are “no surprises", where possible. As such, the 

Board has standards of discipline and rigour expected of management by challenging and asking the 

hard questions concerning management reports in order to:  

• test validity of assumptions made;  

• stress test opportunity/risk analysis;  

• test depth and breadth of management’s knowledge, understanding and analysis;  

• help foster trust and confidence in management;  

• stimulate innovative and creative thought.  

 

Board and Committee Procedures 
Board Papers 
The CEO is responsible for the preparation and circulation of Board papers. Board papers are 

distributed in hard copy or electronically at least seven (7) days in advance of meetings and Directors 

are encouraged to seek additional information from the CEO if further clarification is needed prior to 

the meeting. Notwithstanding, as a rule, the appropriate place for all discussions of Board matters to 

take place is in the scheduled Board, or Board-Committee meetings.  

Board Culture 
It is the obligation of the Chair to ensure that Board meetings are conducted in such a way that 

appropriate discussion is held regarding Board topics and there is sufficient opportunity given for 

questions to be put and answered.  

Board Directors are expected to be forthright in Board meetings and have a duty to question, request 

information, raise issues, discuss and respectfully challenge any information provided to the Board as 

required to cast their vote on any resolution according to their own opinion of what is in the best 

interests of NRCHL. 

In accordance with best practice, a culture of inquiry is fostered in the Boardroom — one marked by 

mutual respect and constructive debate that leads to sound and shared decision making. Where 

board members solicit, acknowledge, and respectfully listen to different points of view; where they 

seek more information, question assumptions, and challenge conclusions so that they may advocate 

for solutions based on analysis; and where they are able to voice their individual concerns before 

reaching a collective decision, which, once made, is supported by the entire board.  
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Board Directors should note that they cannot hold management to account if the unduly delve into 

operations and areas of management responsibility. Directors getting too involved in operations can 

transfer accountability for decisions and outcomes from managers to the Board.  

Board Directors may request any information they require to make decisions or resolutions at Board 

meetings, however, in the absence of any specific delegated authority Board Directors must 

remember that only the Board collectively can make decisions for NRCHL or provide instructions to 

the executive or other members of staff.  

Communication of decisions of the Board and requests for information for the Board will be made by 

the Chair to the CEO.  

Quorum 
The quorum required for a meeting is the majority of Directors at that time (clause 26). A quorum 

must be present at all times during the meeting. 

Conflict of Interest 
The Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), ACNC and Constitution all require Directors to disclose to the Board 

any actual, potential or perceived conflicts of interest. Further, in most instances, it restricts the 

voting rights of the affected Director in relation to matters in which there is an actual or potential 

conflict. Each Director is obliged to act in the best interest of NRCHL and all its members equally, 

irrespective of the fact that he/she may have an affinity with a particular group of members.  

• Directors must avoid conflicts of interest, and must actively determine whether such conflicts 

exist;  

• Directors must disclose personal interests in a matter, and must not be present at any time 

while the matter is being considered or deliberated by the Board, or vote on the matter;  

• Directors must adhere to the same principles in relation to the interaction with non-Board 

members, and must not speak for the Board on such matters except to repeat Board 

decisions or to direct inquiries to the Chair; and  

• Directors must maintain confidentiality regarding conflicts of a sensitive nature.  

Directors must comply with their legal obligations regarding identifying, disclosing and managing 

conflicts of interest, as well as any policy concerning conflicts of interest accepted by the Board.  

If a Board paper relates to a matter in which there is a declared conflict of interest with a particular 

Director, then on the instructions of the Chair, the relevant Board paper will be removed or redacted 

by the CEO or Company Secretary from the set of Board papers sent to or made available by 

electronic means to that Director.  

In the case of the Chair having a conflict of interest, the Deputy Chairman will make final decisions on 

the forwarding or redaction of the relevant Board paper to the Chairman.  

Refer: Conflict of Interest Policy 

Solidarity 
As a rule, it is desirable that decisions are made on a consensus basis, but from time to time majority 

votes will determine the outcome of a Board discussion. Nonetheless where a Director’s individual 

view varies from the majority, such Directors are still expected to support and assist in the 

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=834bb6b1-1f3f-4dad-9c3a-1d8774da17da
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implementation of majority Board decisions. If requested, the individual’s disagreement with any such 

resolution is Minuted.  

Directors have an obligation to be independent in judgement and actions and to respect the views 

and opinions of other Directors. At all times, Directors should act within the Code of Conduct, in good 

faith and should not engage in conduct likely to discredit NRCHL or be detrimental to the interests of 

NRCHL. 

Meeting Frequency 
The Board must meet regularly enough to appropriately govern the Company, and in any case no 

fewer than 6 times per year (clause 23.2). The Board shall approve on an annual basis a board  

workplan that guides the work of the Board and Committees over the year. 

Board Meeting Agenda 
In consultation with the Chair, the CEO and or Company Secretary is responsible for preparing an 

agenda for each Board meeting, however, any Director may request items to be added to the agenda 

through the Chair for upcoming meetings with 10 days notice. 

Board Minutes 
Minutes of the Board meeting are prepared to concisely and accurately describe decisions made at 

the meeting. Minutes contain a brief reference to relevant Board papers tabled and should be 

sufficient to demonstrate the Board undertook adequate discussion for each agenda item. Minutes of 

Board meetings are to be approved by the Chair prior to circulation. Once approved by the Chair, 

minutes are circulated to all Board Directors within seven (7) days after the meeting.  

Minutes of each meeting are presented for formal approval at the next Board meeting.  

In Camera Meetings 
The Board may hold meetings with only Board Directors in attendance when necessary. The Board 

may include or exclude any non-Board Director it so chooses. The procedures for an in-camera 

meeting in relation to notice, agenda, chair, papers (if appropriate), quorum and minutes are to 

adhere to the requirements of this Governance Charter and the Constitution. The Chair is responsible 

for recording the topics within the in-camera session in the minutes but not the discussion and 

actions. 

Board Meeting Attendance 
Directors are expected to attend 75% of Board meetings.  Directors are required not to miss more 

than 3 meetings in a row without an approved leave of absence from the Board (clause 8.5a).  

Absences must be communicated beforehand to the Chair. A failure to meet the expected attendance 

requirements may result in a Director being removed from office.   

Board Committees  
The Board has established Board Committees and has approved their terms of reference. All 

committees are advisory only and have no delegated authority from the Board except with the prior 

written authorisation of the Board.  

These procedures outlined below recognise the governance status of the Committees of the Board as 

being committees of the Board rather than functions of management. Each Board Committee is 

supported by an Executive Sponsor.  For convenience, reference to a Chair of a Committee includes 

any delegate of the Chair appointed by the Board from time to time:  

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=79778785-7522-4755-b514-46551e6e0e51
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=1f0e5969-f832-4f2a-b8da-d00ff98696b5
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• after consultation with the Executive Sponsor and or Company Secretary, the Chair of any 

Committee of the Board will approve the agenda and papers proposed for any committee 

meeting having regard for the terms of reference of the committee, the strategic objectives 

of NRCHL, the timetable of Board meetings and any other relevant factor;  

• except in rare and exceptional circumstances where urgency may necessitate otherwise, 

papers from management proposed to be considered by or presented to a Board Committee 

must receive the prior approval of the Chair of the Committee. Where, for practical reasons, a 

PowerPoint presentation is not available for distribution with the Committee agenda and 

papers, it must be available for release prior to being presented to a committee; and  

• it is incumbent on a Chair of a Board Committee to consider the mutual interests of other 

Board Committees and where it is prudent or necessary to do so, to consult with other Chairs 

on such matters for the advancement of the interests of NRCHL as a whole.  

Retention of Board Papers 
Noting the legal confidentiality obligations of Directors set out in Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and 

NRCHL Constitution a Director may be permitted to retain their papers (electronic or otherwise) at 

the completion of a Board meeting, subject to any requirements of the Board including any 

requirements for the safety, return and destruction of such papers. Directors should also note that 

the Constitution includes an ‘Access to Records’ (clause 11). 

 

Directors - General Information  
Media Contact and Comment 
The Chair and the CEO or their delegate are authorised to speak to the media on matters associated 

with NRCHL.  

Directors will refrain from making comments in public or in circumstances where they will be 

reconveyed or become public comments, without the approval of the full Board. Public comments 

include comments made for or on behalf of the Company or the Board:  

• to the media of the community at large;  

• made on any form of visual or audio recording (including radio or television);  

• made to print media (newspapers, magazines, journals or on the internet);  

• presentations (conferences and seminars);  

• written comments (letters, memos or email); and  

• spoken messages made during social or official engagements.   

In determining whether they are making a public comment, Directors should assume comments made 

on a personal basis will be interpreted as being made on behalf of the Company. Directors must not 

make any public statements that directly or indirectly criticise or contradict the Chair, Board or CEO 

(or may be perceived as doing so) regardless of the capacity in which these statements are made.  

Where a Director considers the Company should be issuing a public comment, they should contact 

the Chair.  Where a Director is approached for public comment, they should direct the question to the 

Chair.  

Directors must make the Chair aware of any inadvertent public comment either before it is broadcast 

or disseminated or as soon as possible afterward.    
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Use of Resources 
Directors seeking assistance or technical support from any staff member, including secretarial that is 

not related to their role within the Board, should address such request to the CEO.  

Professional Development 
The Chair will ensure continuous education and professional development programs are made 

available to Directors as appropriate to ensure Directors acquire and maintain appropriate skills for 

the performance of their responsibilities.  

Functions  
As agreed between the Chair and CEO, NRCHL shall meet the costs associated when Directors are 

specifically required to attend functions in a formal capacity, whether the function is NRCHL organised 

or on its behalf. 

Gifts, benefits and hospitality  
Directors recognise that gifts, benefits or hospitality maybe provided to influence their decisions 

unfairly.  In all cases, Directors must exercise sound judgment to avoid the perception of a conflict of 

interest.  

Directors will abide by the NRCH Gifts Policy and gifts recorded on the NRCH gifts register.  

Dissent 
Directors should recognise their responsibilities to their fellow Directors and where disagreement 

occurs, make every effort to resolve the issue and avoid dissension. There may be times when a 

Director feels so strongly about a matter of principle that the Director is unable to acquiesce in the 

decision of the Board. In such cases the Director should consider taking some or all of the following 

steps: 

• Making the extent of the dissent and its possible consequences clear to the Board as a 

means of seeking to influence the decision. 

• Asking for additional legal, accounting or other professional advice. 

• Asking that the decision be postponed to the next meeting to allow time for further 

consideration and informed discussion. 

• Recording of dissent in the Minutes. 

• Tabling a statement of dissent and asking that it be Minuted. 

• Writing to the Chair, or to all Directors and asking that the letter be filed with the Minutes. 

• Offer his or her resignation to the Chair. 

 

Directors do not have the right to ignore or attempt to frustrate decisions of the Board, nor to pursue 

a private agenda, when they do not agree with the majority decision. 

 

Refer to the Board Dispute Resolution policy. 

Governance Policies 
These are policies that underpin NRCHLs governance and are approved by the Board unless otherwise 

delegated.  

Reflecting NRCHL’s commitment to best practice, the Board has determined that certain key 

obligations shall be managed by and through the Board (See Matters Reserved for Board). This 

https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=9b9d6374-022c-4b75-8135-1c3c72c2c959
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=8cf8eb5c-7cc8-4b10-b55f-2045ec2b298c
https://app.boardpro.io/governance-documents/f8d37f70-7df0-4aee-ad52-7afab4d0246b;dir=6b468437-bb5c-4960-b8e6-faf6e915592a
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includes policies that influence or direct NRCHL on key strategic issues or are matters that warrant 

Board oversight, influence or attention.  

The rationale for determining how policies are classified is broad, and is based on a number of factors. 

Primarily, but not exclusively, the classification factors include:  

• The relative importance of the subject matter  

• The preservation or protection of NRCHL name and reputation.  

The following are described as Governance documents and are subject to review and approval by 

Board: 

• Board Charter (ie this document) 

• Code of Conduct  

• Delegations of Authority  

• Finance Policy  

• Conflict of Interest Policy  

• Work Health & Safety Policy  

• Clinical Governance Framework  

• Enterprise Risk Management Framework  

• Whistleblower Policy 

• Board Dispute Resolution policy 

The Board will also review and approve all ‘whole of organisation policies’  

Management Policies  
These are the policies that underpin administrative and operational functions. Management policies 

are the responsibility of the executive and are subject to review and approval by the CEO.  

 

http://nrch-intranet/home/PolicyandProcedures/PolicyandProcedures.html

